nodes, yet their relative performance and congruence have rarely been compared directly. 22
Ranoidea, targets more than 12,000 highly informative and orthologous exonic (and their 136 intervening intronic regions) and UCE loci (Hutter 2019) , effectively covering a wide 137 range of diversification timescales. We employed the FrogCap probe-set to examine the 138 efficacy of exons, introns, and UCEs to resolve recalcitrant nodes in a systematically 139 chaotic group of frogs that are plagued by pervasive phylogenetic ambiguity and 140 concomitant taxonomic instability. 141
The systematics of the amphibian family Ranidae has one of the most volatile and 142 contentious taxonomic histories among all amphibian groups (Dubois 1992 have been created, synonymized, resurrected, and/or revalidated, with the majority of 149 changes based on morphology and/or Sanger-derived genetic markers (Dubois 1992; 150 Oliver et al. 2015; Chan and Brown 2017; Frost 2019) . At present, this group harbors at 151 least 94 species, which are distributed across Africa, Southeast Asia, and Australasia 152 (Frost, 2018) , thereby presenting interesting systematic challenges, compelling 153 evolutionary questions, and expansive biogeographic significance. However, the absence 154 of a stable, well-resolved phylogeny prevents the investigation of such questions, to say 155 nothing of accurate species diversity estimates (AmphibiaWeb 2019) and conservation 156 status of the taxa involved (IUCN 2018). To address this challenge and explore the 157 general issue of variation in performance and information content of these classes of data, 158 CHAN ET AL.
we collected unprecedented amounts of genomic data in the form of exons, introns, and 159 UCEs using the FrogCap probe-set with the main aim of resolving the backbone of the 160 Hylarana s. l. phylogeny. We took specific measures to minimize the effects of GTEE by 161 filtering the data according to various thresholds of taxon completeness (missing data) 162 and phylogenetic information content [proportion of parsimony-informative-sites/loci 163 (PIS)]. Next, individual single-locus gene trees were estimated using the best-fit model of 164 substitution and data were analyzed using concatenation, summary, and distance-based 165 methods. Finally, we assessed incongruence using various measures of branch support 166 including ultrafast bootstrap, local posterior probability, quartet support, and gene 167 concordance factor to: 1) explore their adequacy in capturing the underlying variation in 168 the data; and 2) determine whether uncertainty is due to systematic bias, insufficient 169 phylogenetic signal, or representative of genuine conflict characterized by variable gene 170 histories. 171
172

MATERIALS AND METHODS 173
Taxon Sampling and DNA Extraction 174
We sequenced 31 ingroup samples consisting of 20 species, with representatives 175 from all 10 genera (Table S1) Nanorana parkeri and Xenopus tropicalis genomes using the program BLAT (Kent 187 2002) . Matching sequences were clustered by their genomic coordinates to detect 188 presence/absence across species and to achieve full locus coverage. To narrow the locus 189 selection to coding regions, each cluster was matched to available coding region 190 annotations from the Nanorana parkeri genome using the program EXONERATE (Slater 191 and Birney 2005). Loci from all matching species were then aligned using MAFFT 192 (Katoh and Standley 2013) and subsequently separated into 120 bp-long bait sequences 193 with 2x tiling (50% overlap among baits) using the myBaits-2 kit (40,040 baits) with 194 120mer sized baits. These loci have an additional bait at each end extending into the 195 intronic region to increase the coverage and capture success of these areas. Baits were 196 then filtered, retaining those: without sequence repeats; a GC content of 30%-50%; and 197 baits that did not match to their reverse complement or multiple genomic regions. 198
Additionally, 646 UCEs that contain at least 10% informative sites were included 199 (Alexander et al. 2016). 200 Library preparation was performed by Arbor Biosciences and briefly follows: (1) 201 genomic DNA was sheared to 300-500 bp; (2) adaptors were ligated to DNA fragments; 202
(3) unique identifiers were attached to the adapters to later identify individual samples; 203 (4) biotinylated 120mer RNA library baits were hybridized to the sequences; (5) target 204 sequences were selected by adhering to magnetic streptavidin beads; (6) target regions 205 were amplified via PCR; and (7) samples were pooled and sequenced on an Illumina 206 HiSeq PE-3000 with 150 bp paired-end reads. Sequencing was performed at the 207 Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation DNA Sequencing Facility. 208
209
Bioinformatics 210
The bioinformatics pipeline for filtering adapter contamination, assembling loci, 211 and exporting alignments are available on GITHUB, using version 2 of the pipeline 212 (https://github.com/chutter/FrogCap-Sequence-Capture). Adapter contamination and 213 other sequencing artefacts were filtered from raw reads using the program AFTERQC 214 
Data Filtering and Phylogenetic Analysis 237
We sought to minimize the effects of GTEE by applying two widely-used data 238 filtering strategies. In addition to the unfiltered data, each dataset (Exons, Exons-239 combined, Introns, and UCEs) was filtered at 50%, 75%, and 95% sampling 240 completeness (loci that did not meet these thresholds were discarded). Because loci with 241 low phylogenetic information can introduce noise and increase GTEE, we also filtered 242 data according to information content using number of parsimony-informative-sites (PIS) 243 as a proxy. We assembled datasets that contained the top 50%, 25%, and 5% of loci with 244 the highest PIS. Summary statistics, partitioning, and concatenation of data were 245 performed using the program AMAS (Borowiec 2016) and custom R scripts. 246
Phylogenetic estimation was performed using concatenation, distance-based, and 247 summary methods. For the concatenation analysis, we used the maximum likelihood Introns, and UCE datasets. To improve accuracy of all ASTRAL analyses, we collapsed 274 branches that were below 10% bootstrap support as recommended by the authors (Zhang 275 et al. 2018) . 276 Finally, the same sets of gene trees were used to estimate species trees using the 277 distance-based method ASTRID, which has been shown to outperform ASTRAL when 278 many genes are available and when ILS is very high . 279 280 Assessing Incongruence 281 ASTRAL quartet scores were computed to summarize the proportion of induced 282 quartet trees (from individual single-locus gene trees) in the species tree. For example, a 283 score of 0.5 would mean that 50% of quartet trees induced by the gene trees are in the 284 species tree. The normalized Robinson-Fould's distance (RFDist) was also used to 285 examine topological congruence between each gene tree and the corresponding species 286 tree derived from ASTRAL. We further used quartet support, quartet frequencies, and the 287 gene concordance factor (gCF) to measure the amount of gene tree conflict around each 288 branch of the species tree. Quartet support and frequencies were calculated in ASTRAL 289 to examine the amount of gene tree quartets supporting the primary, second, and third 290 alternative topologies. For every branch of the species tree, the gCF represents the 291 percentage of decisive gene trees containing that branch, while accounting for unequal 292 taxon coverage among gene trees (Minh et al. 2018) . 293
294
RESULTS 295
Data Assembly 296 CHAN ET AL.
After matching assembled contigs with targeted loci, an average of 13,745 contigs 297 were obtained per sample, with a mean and median length of 939.3 and 896.7 298 respectively (Table S2 ). Overall ingroup taxon occupancy was high with the exception of 299 one sample ( Fig. S1 ). However, subsequent analyses showed that this had no effect on 300 phylogenetic estimation as the sample was consistently recovered in the same position 301 with high support across all datasets and analyses. Our Exons and Introns datasets had 302 similar occupancies that were slightly lower than UCEs and Exons-combined ( Fig. S1 ). 303
Prior to data filtering, the Exons and Introns datasets consisted of more than 12,000 loci; 304 the UCE dataset contained 638 loci. Exons from the same gene were also combined to 305 form a separate dataset (Exons-combined) comprising 2,254 loci (Table 1) . UCE loci 306 were longest on average, followed by Exons-combined, Introns, and Exons. On average, 307 our Introns datasets had the highest number of PIS per locus followed by UCE, Exons, 308
and Exons-combined. Intronic loci also had a much higher proportion of PIS compared to 309 all other datasets (0.5-0.6 vs. 0.2-0.3) and consequently, had a much higher sum of total 310 PIS (>2.7 million before filtering; Fig. S2 ; Table 1) . 311
Filtering by completeness did not drastically reduce the number of loci (except at 312 the most stringent threshold of 95% completeness) and the resulting datasets contained 313 more loci and total PIS than datasets filtered by PIS. The UCE dataset was not filtered at 314 5% PIS because too few loci were retained at that threshold. The average proportion of 315 PIS per locus was not substantially affected by data filtering, indicating that captured loci 316 were consistently informative within a particular marker type (Table 1) . 317 318
Phylogenetic Estimation
Overall, all methods of phylogenetic analyses produced five different topologies 320 (T1-T5; Table 2 ). However, topology T5 was only recovered from the Introns 95 dataset 321 (248 loci), which contained numerous poorly supported nodes and hence, was considered 322 inaccurate and not included in further discussions. Topologies T1-T4 were only 323 discordant at three nodes differing in relationships of the 324 Humerana+Hylarana/Amnirana, "Amnirana"/Sylvirana, and Hydrophylax/"Hylarana" 325 celebensis clades (Fig. 1 ). We therefore focused on these problematic clades in 326 downstream analyses. 327 Different filtering strategies did not generally alter tree topology when analyzed 328 using the same method, except at extreme filtering thresholds (Table 2) . However, 329 conflicting topologies where recovered in a number of datasets analyzed by the different 330 methods we employed. Our IQ-TREE analysis recovered topology T2 for all Exons and 331
Exons-combined datasets. However, topology T1 was recovered in analyses of most 332
Exons-combined datasets by ASTRAL and ASTRID. Results for the Introns datasets 333 were variable and all five topologies were recovered, but analyses of majority of these 334 datasets resulted in the inference of topology T1. The UCE datasets only recovered the 335 T3 and T4 topologies, which varied according to filtering strategy and method of 336 inference. The combined dataset consisting of 500 most parsimony-informative loci from 337 the Exons-combined, Introns, and UCE datasets produced topology T1 with full support 338 across all analytical methods ( were less perturbed by data filtering and showed similar but minor improvements ( Fig.  349 2). Similarly, the Exons dataset exhibited the highest observed topological incongruence 350 between gene trees and species trees (measured using Robinson-Fould's Distance, 351
RFDist) and was the most sensitive to data filtering (Fig. 2) . Filtering by PIS was also 352 more effective in improving topological congruence compared to filtering by 353 completeness. Topological congruence of Introns and UCE datasets were also least 354 sensitive to data filtering (Fig. 2) . Reflecting a similar trend, ASTRAL species tree 355 quartet scores (QS) and mean gCF showed very slight improvements when filtered by 356 completeness in the Exons and Exons-combined datasets, but improvement was markedly 357 higher when filtered by PIS. These scores improved to a much lesser degree for the 358 Introns and UCE datasets. On average, quartet scores and mean gCF were highest in 359 analyses of UCEs, followed by Introns, Exons-combined, and Exons datasets ( Table 2) . 360 361
Branch Support and Incongruence 362
The inferred level of congruence surrounding each node was strongly and 363 positively correlated with its associated internal branch length and this relationship holds 364 true regardless of data filtering schemes (Fig. 3) . The shortest internal branches (Node 1-365
3) had the lowest gCF and QS and were also where most topological incongruence 366 among datasets occurred (Fig. 1) . Overall, bootstrap support values across focal nodes 367 were consistently high and invariant for all data types and filtering strategies, with the 368 exception of Node 1 for the Exons-combined dataset and Node 3 for the UCE dataset 369 ( Fig. 4) . Conversely, posterior probabilities, gCF, and QS exhibited greater variability 370 across all datasets, presumably providing a better characterization of variation in the data. 371
Unlike gCF, posterior probabilities and QS did not progressively improve with more 372 stringent filtering strategies. Variation in gCF for the Introns and UCE datasets were also 373 smaller compared to Exons and Exons-combined ( Fig. 4) . 374
375 Node 1.-Topology T2 was recovered only by our Exons and Exons-combined 376 datasets (Table 2) . However, an examination of quartet frequencies for the primary, 377 second, and third alternative topologies revealed that relatively equal, and in some 378 datasets equal proportions (unfiltered, 50% and 75% completeness) of gene trees 379 supported either the primary or alternate topology for that node (Fig. 5 ). For Exons 380 datasets, gCF values were very low (<10%) when unfiltered or filtered by completeness 381 but improved when filtered by PIS. However, despite being associated with low gCF and 382 high proportions of gene trees supporting contrasting topologies, bootstrap values were 383 100 across all Exons datasets (Table S3 ). Interestingly, although we inferred equal 384 proportions of gene trees supporting either the primary or alternate topologies for the 385 Exons and Exons-combined datasets that were unfiltered and filtered at 50% and 75% 386 completeness ( Fig. 5 ), ASTRAL and ASTRID analyses inferred topologies T2 for Exons 387 and T1 for Exons-combined datasets respectively (Table 2) . A closer examination of the 388 numbers of gene trees supporting each topology (as opposed to proportions) revealed that 389 only a small number of additional gene trees supported the primary topology in Exons-390 combined datasets. However, although the number of additional gene tress supporting the 391 primary (over the alternate) topology was very low (not more than 7; Fig. S3 ), they were 392 sufficient to infer a different topology with relatively high bootstrap support (UFB 89-95; 393 Table S3 ). Another conflicting result was produced by the Exons-combined dataset 394 filtered at 25% PIS, which recovered the primary topology with high support (UFB=99; 395 PP=1.0) in ASTRAL, but the alternate topology in ASTRID ( Table 2 ). The Introns and 396 UCE datasets unequivocally supported the primary topology for this node (Fig. 5) . 397
398 Node 2.-The clear majority of gene trees in the Exons and Exons-combined 399 datasets supported the primary topology, whereas the majority of UCE gene trees 400 supported the alternate topology (Fig. 5 ). The Introns dataset was more ambiguous and 401 resulted in variable support for conflicting alternate topologies depending on how data 402 was filtered ( Fig. 5 ; Table 2 ). Topologies were inconsistent at extreme filtering thresholds 403 (95% completeness and top 5% PIS), most likely due to insufficient information from the 404 low numbers of retained loci. For the Introns datasets filtered at 50% and 25% PIS, our 405 ASTRID and concatenated analyses recovered the primary topology with high support 406 (UFB=100), whereas ASTRAL recovered the alternate topology with low support for 407
Introns PIS-50 (PP=0.15) but high support for Introns PIS-25 (PP=1.0; Tables 2, S3 ). 408
Quartet frequencies indicated equal proportions of gene trees (39%) supporting both 409 primary and alternate topologies in the Introns PIS-50 dataset, and only an additional 1% 410 more supporting the alternate over the primary topology in the Introns PIS-25 dataset 411 ( Fig. 5) . Despite the high level on incongruence surrounding this node, bootstrap support 412 was 100 for all datasets and local posterior probabilities were 1.0 in analyses of all but 413 two datasets (Introns 95, Introns PIS-50; Table S3 ). 414 415 Node 3.-Only analyses of our UCE dataset resulted in the inference of topology 416 T4. However, bootstrap and posterior probabilities were low and quartet frequencies 417 showed relatively equal numbers of gene trees supporting either the primary or alternate 418 topology, indicating that topology T4was not strongly supported (Figs. 5, S3; Table S3 ). 419 420 DISCUSSION 421
Impacts of Data Filtering 422
Our results showed that filtering by PIS is a more successful strategy to improve 423 branch support and topological congruence compared to filtering by taxon 424 completeness/missing data even though fewer loci were retained. Interestingly, the 425 magnitude of improvement was more substantial in exonic loci compared to introns and 426 UCEs, indicating that exonic data are more sensitive to data subsampling; these findings 427 are similar to results reported by Chen et al. (2017a). One possible explanation for this 428 trend is that exonic loci are less variable, contain a higher number of uninformative 429 single-locus gene trees, and therefore, produces more variation in gene tree topologies. 430
Filtering out loci with fewer PIS removes uninformative trees, resulting in less gene tree 431 variation and higher gene tree species tree congruence. Another possible explanation 432 could be provided by the observation that selection may act on exons, and thus, introduce 433 more phylogenetic noise. Congruence improved considerably when exons of the same 434 gene were combined (Exons-combined), even though this dataset had significantly fewer 435 loci and total PIS. Unexpectedly, despite exons being the class of data most affected by 436 data filtering and having the highest levels of incongruence among datasets, phylogenetic 437 inference using exons was remarkably congruent across all analyses, producing the T2 438 topology regardless of filtering strategies. 439
Even though certain data filtering strategies increased congruence, stringent 440 filtration could come at the expense of data (loss of character information, which 441 ultimately can bias topological estimates). This possibility was exemplified by datasets 442 filtered using the most stringent criteria (95% completeness and top 5% PIS). These 443 datasets had the highest levels of congruence but produced the most erratic topologies, 444 demonstrating that high congruence does not always translate to accurate results. This 445 finding highlights the importance of finding an optimal balance between data filtering 446 thresholds and the amount of retained data. We found that datasets consisting of fewer 447 than 1000 loci were the most unreliable, regardless of the quality of retained loci. 448
Similarly, analyzing data filtered to maximize information did not always produce better 449 results; when testing for a relationship between PIS and gCF using linear regression, we 450 did not find a significant relationship (Fig. S4) . The presence of strong conflicting signals also highlights the importance of 473 examining not only branch support, but also alternate topologies when assessing the 474 accuracy of phylogenomic trees. This study showed that alternate topologies can be 475 inferred with high support even when there are equal proportions of gene trees supporting 476 conflicting topologies. In such cases, the probability of obtaining the alternate topology 477 may be as likely as the primary topology and this cannot be gleaned by merely observing 478 branch support values. We therefore advocate for the examination and reporting of 479 alternate topologies when evaluating the confidence of phylogenomics trees, instead of 480 CHAN ET AL. purely relying on measures of branch support. Furthermore, our results showed that 481 increasing the amount of loci doesn't positively correlate with increasing congruence. 482
Instead, we found a remarkably strong and positive correlation between levels of 483 congruence and its associated branch length across all datasets and marker types (Fig. 3) . results also conclusively demonstrated that southeast Asian "Amnirana" nicobariensis is 514 not congeneric with the true Amnirana from Africa (the clade containing the generotype 515 species) and, thus, should be placed in a different genus. However, genomic data from 516 additional taxa, especially from the genus Indosylvirana will be needed before this taxon 517 can be placed with certainty in an existing genus. Another novel insight gleaned from this 518 study is the phylogenetic placement of "Hylarana" celebensis from Sulawesi, Indonesia. 519
This clade was inferred as the sister lineage of the "Indosylvirana" milleti + Papurana 520 clade with high support across all datasets and analyses with the exception of the UCE 521 species tree analysis, which inferred it to be sister to Hydrophylax but with low support. 522
Our results conclusively showed that "Hylarana" celebensis does not belong to the genus 523
Hylarana (the clade containing the generotype species for Hylarana) but, instead, may 524 represent a distinct lineage for which the erection of a new genus may be required. The 525 placement of "Indosylvirana" milleti from Cambodia as the sister lineage of Papurana 526 CHAN ET AL. was unexpected, yet highly supported across all analyses. The genus Papurana is 527 restricted to the Australasian region, which was never connected by land to Indochina 528 (Hall 1998 (Hall , 2013 Voris 2000) . Hence, its sister relationship with a lineage from 529
Cambodia is biogeographically incoherent (just as the inclusion of "Amnirana" 530 nicobariensis makes little biogeographic sense, when included in the otherwise African 531 genus Amnirana). We speculate that missing taxa could be responsible for these 532 anomalous relationships and that inclusion of additional taxa from the intervening regions 533 of Indochina, Borneo, and Wallacea will be necessary to resolve the placement of 534 recalcitrant lineages and stabilize classification. 
